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Bushfraud Declares National Emergency 
as Anthrax 9/11 Gate Escalates 

by Tom Heneghan 
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It can now be reported that White House occupunk 
George W. Bushfraud has invoked the Patriot Act and 
signed an Executive Order to declare a “financial 
emergency” as a prelude to Martial Law in the United 
States. 
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Events worldwide and in the United States are now spinning out 
of control on various fronts. 

White House occupunk Bushfraud, along with his 
partner-in-crime Bill Clinton, i.e. daddy Bush’s little bitch, 
and current British Prime Minister Gordon Brown 
recently met SECRETLY in Northern Ireland during which 
time the three criminal co-conspirators discussed plans 
to block the implementation of the final payments to be 
made, reference the Wanta-Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols, 
ordered by the G-7 and the European Union. 
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LONDON - JUNE 26:  Former US President Bill Clinton departs 
from Downing St on June 26, 2008 in London, England. The 
Former US President met with British Prime Minister Gordon 

Brown this morning at Downing St.  
 (Getty Images)    
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HIGH TREASON Co-conspirators 

Gordon Brown and Hillary Clinton 
(Reuters)  http://www.daylife.com/photo/0bRnd5Uda94V3 
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HIGH TREASON Co-conspirators 
Hillary Clinton and Dianne Feinstein 
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Reference:  Up to $7.8 TRILLION of oil and gold derivatives tied 
to private 1241 offshore hedge funds have looted the U.S. 
Treasury and plundered what remains of the Wanta-Reagan-
Mitterrand Protocols, which have been ILLEGALLY parked in 
SECRET offshore custodial accounts controlled by Bush-Clinton 
Crime Family Syndicate interests with a direct tie-in to a 
signatory on the accounts, who is none other than the deceased 
CIA operative and 9/11 patsy Tim Osman, i.e. Osama bin Laden. 

Item:  The Bush-Clinton Crime Family refuses to admit bin 
Laden’s death, which took place in December of 2001, since this 
would cause the custodial accounts to be taxed by the Internal 
Revenue Service with the remainder of the funds going back to 
the U.S. Treasury.  

Reference:  Some of the Protocol funds are currently sitting at 
the main branch of the Bank of America in San Francisco, 
California. 

They are being watched over by none other than California 
Democratic Senator Diane Feinstein who is currently, as we 
speak, trying to put together a deal, which would put 
unelectable LOSER Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton on the Democratic 
ticket with presumptive Democratic nominee Barack Obama. 

Word has it that Feinstein is actually bribing Obama on behalf of 
UNELECTABLE LOSER Hillary using funds from the Wanta-
Reagan-Mitterrand Protocols at the Bank of America in San 
Francisco. 
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Item:  Sources close to the U.S. Federal Reserve have told us 
this weekend that moving all of the funds out of the Bank of 
America in San Francisco could cause collapse of the entire U.S. 
banking system within hours. 

Accordingly we now see why White House occupunk Bushfraud 
has invoked the Patriot Act to declare a financial emergency. 

AND, OF COURSE, IT GETS WORSE! 

According to Newsweek’s magazine Michael Isikoff, White House 
squatter Bushfraud intends to actually expand his ILLEGAL 
espionage against the American People by ILLEGALLY using U.S. 
Military satellites to track and spy on innocent American citizens 
in violation of the Posse Comitatus Act. 
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This dovetails to leaks out of the TREASONOUS Department of 
Homeland Security that the Bushfraud Administration is 
expanding on their MARTIAL LAW plan to include an alleged 
national disaster. 

Sources close to a friendly foreign intelligence agency 
have told this reporter that the alleged national disaster 
is actually a scripted Bush-Clinton-rogue MOSSAD-Gary 
Best Inc. plot to poison the U.S. food supply and blame it 
on Iranian terrorists, reference the problem with 
tomatoes. 
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This, of course, would give White House squatter Bushfraud 
emergency control of all National Guard units, the U.S. Federal 
Reserve and simultaneously circumvent U.S. Court proceedings, 
which are about to corner the Bush-Clinton Crime Family 
Syndicate on at least two fronts. 

Reference: Sources close to U.S. Supreme Court Justice John 
Paul Stevens and the National Security Court in McLean, Virginia 
tell us that smoking gun evidence now exists that Chief Justice 
Antonin Scalia coordinated blackmail and bribery reference the 
year 2000 Supreme Court decision that appointed George W. 
Bushfraud as White House occupunk. 

Note: The evidence was recently delivered to non-inaugurated, 
duly elected President Albert Gore Jr. 

 
Constitution American Patriot 

U.S. Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens 
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Supreme Court Justice John Paul Stevens, who originally 
had letters addressed to him containing direct evidence 
of the year 2000 coup d'état, had the letters ILLEGALLY 
seized by then Israeli dual citizen and MOSSAD agent, 
U.S. Deputy Attorney General Michael Chertoff, in the 
period of the fall of 2001. 

Chertoff, along with then U.S. Attorney General John 
Ashcroft, invoked the Patriot Act against the evidence 
sent to Justice Stevens using the post 9/11 anthrax 
attack as the justification. 
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HIGH TREASON TRAITOR 

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia 
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Item: TRAITOR Scalia, a neofascist Mussolini Judge, 
engineered BRIBES to U.S. Supreme Court Justice 
Anthony Kennedy with the help of known Bush-Clinton 
Crime Family Syndicate stooge Ted Olson. 
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The BRIBES centered around the Coca-Cola copyright 
case, which dealt with BILLIONS OF DOLLARS tied to 
Coca-Cola being totally dependent on a Bushfraud 
presidency. 
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Reference:  The evidence of the BRIBES, which were 
originally examined by an Illinois Grand Jury impaneled 
by Special Counsel Patrick Fitzgerald, had a direct 
financial connection to the funding of the Bush-Clinton-
Gary Best-Scooter Libby-Valerie Plame-rogue MOSSAD 
assassination teams. 

The financial dots were connected between the 
Supreme Court BRIBES and the Valerie Plame-Scooter 
Libby assassination teams, i.e. the records gathered by 
Fitzgerald of the offshore Bear Stearns Hedge Funds 
trading accounts administered by none other than Bush-
Clinton Crime Family fixer Marc Rich. 

Rich was ILLEGALLY pardoned by Clinton and Libby had his 
sentence ILLEGALLY commuted by Bush.  Libby is the attorney 
for Marc Rich. 

This evidence was sent to the McLean, Virginia National Security 
Court by Special Counsel Fitzgerald. 

Mussolini neofascist Judge Scalia was recently quoted as 
blaming Al Gore for the election fiasco in the year 2000, saying 
that Al Gore should have stayed out of court and let Bush steal 
the election. 

Scalia compared the year 2000 election fiasco to the 1960 
presidential election in which Scalia claims Kennedy stole the 
election from Nixon, and for the good of the country Nixon let 
Kennedy do it. 

Folks, there is a big difference between 1960 and the 2000 
presidential election.  First, John F. Kennedy had over 300 
electoral college votes and Nixon would have had to flip two 
states, i.e. Texas and Illinois, to become president. 
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In the year 2000, Florida was the center of attention with 
Bushfraud’s brother and then Florida Governor Jeb Bush 
orchestrating a Choicepoint software coup, which kept over 
30,000 African-Americans from voting on election day. 

Note:  The African-American voters were falsely classified as 
convicted felons, i.e. the exception list. 

Even the Bush-controlled Supreme Court admitted that this 
exception list was a violation of the equal protection clause to 
the Constitution of the United States, but there was not enough 
time for a remedy. 

Of course this is all baloney.  This matter should have gone to 
the House of Representatives where the Constitution would 
have required the members to decide which electoral slate from 
the state of Florida would be certified. 

A House of Representatives session would have brought forth 
the evidence of voter registration fraud, denial of voter rights 
and Jim Crow-type tactics to keep African-Americans from 
voting in Florida in the year 2000. 
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This is why Mussolini Judge Antonin Scalia and homosexual in-
the-closet Bushfraud needed the Supreme Court of the United 
States to end run our Constitution and prevent our duly elected 
President Albert Gore from taking office. 

Seven years later duly elected President Albert Gore Jr remains 
500,000 popular votes ahead of Bushfraud, at least 70,000 
ahead of him in the state of Florida, this all despite 65,000 Gore 
votes that were ILLEGALLY removed from the state of 
Tennessee using a cell phone trick and CNN network in Atlanta; 
two years later 35,000 votes for Gore were found in a 
Chattanooga, Tennessee garbage disposal. 

Note:  This all occurred as CNN’s Robert Novak reported that the 
Associated Press was about to call Tennessee for Gore and then 
suddenly CNN called it for Bush. 

Now on to AnthraxGate. 

In today’s LA Times, page 1, reporter David Willman finally 
brings forth some truth about the flawed FBI investigation of 
the post 9/11 anthrax case. 

So congratulations to reporter Willman for giving us some real 
news to read other than pregnant soldiers or Hillary Clinton’s 
latest Botox. 

Let’s fill in the blanks on what Willman did not report. 

Background:  It was Democratic Senators Patrick Leahy and Tom 
Daschle, along with CBS news anchor Dan Rather and NBC’s Tom 
Brokaw, i.e. Bush-Clinton FBI Division 5 William Morris Agency 
stooge, that originally received the anthrax letters. 

This is when the FBI launched their investigation. 

Today’s LA Times’ David Willman reports that the FBI agents in 
charge were prevented from interviewing real suspects, i.e. the 
REAL suspect and were almost forced to make Dr. Steven 
Hatfield the patsy.  

Here folks is what Willman did not report. 



 

 

USAMRIID in Ft. Detrick, Maryland is a major 
US biodefense research facility 
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The REAL suspect early on was a member of the FBI Lab named 
Dr. Philip M. Zackerie, commonly known as Dr. Zack, who had 
been photographed in the FBI Lab handling the same type of 
anthrax strain, which eventually showed up in the letters sent to 
Senators Leahy and Daschle. 

FBI agents were blocked from interviewing Dr. Zackerie by then 
Israeli MOSSAD asset and dual citizen, U.S. Deputy Attorney 
General Michael Chertoff, who allowed Zackerie, a dual citizen of 
the U.S. and Israel, to flee the country and fly back to Tel Aviv. 

NOW IT GETS REALLY WORSE! 
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HIGH TREASON TRAITORS  

John Aschroft and Michael Chertoff 
http://msnbcmedia4.msn.com/j/msnbc/Components/Photos/050111/050111_chertoff_profile_hmed10a.hmedium.jpg 

The Zackerie episode dovetails back to Chertoff and Ashcroft 
blocking the FBI from interviewing the noted 9/11 Urban 
Moving Systems New Jersey-based “Dancing Israelis” soon after 
they were picked up on the day of 9/11 driving a van containing 
Arab costumes, explosive-type weapons with Bosnian insignia 
and bomb dogs alert to explosive residue. 

  
9/11 Black Ops attack on New York City and the 

van of celebrating Israeli Mossad New Jersey-based 
Urban Moving Systems’  "Dancing Israelis" 
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Of course, within days after the release of the “Dancing 
Israelis”, who, like Dr. Zackerie, avoided FBI interrogation, it 
was Chertoff and Ashcroft aka Ashcan, that invoked the Patriot 
Act to round up thousands of innocent Arabs on American soil 
and send them to Guantanamo Bay where many of them are still 
held without trial or charges. 

How dare you, you conspiratorial 
tyrants and kings and notable queens! 
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Remember folks, it was then U.S. Deputy Attorney 
General Michael Chertoff that ILLEGALLY leaked court 
documents that tried to frame Dr. Hatfield for the post 
9/11 anthrax. 

We now see why the anthrax attack and 9/11 itself 
suited the year 2000 coup d'état plotters, i.e. the 
overthrow of Albert Gore Jr.’s election as President, in 
keeping evidence of the coup d'état from reaching 
Justice John Paul Stevens. 

Yes indeed, 9/11 and the anthrax case that followed had 
multiple objectives, to: 

- Freeze the custodial accounts of 9/11 patsy CIA 
asset Tim Osman aka Osama bin Laden; 

- Prevent the payouts of the Wanta-Reagan-
Mitterrand Protocol, i.e. to give the Bush-Clinton 
Crime Family Syndicate control of the funds; 

- Cover up the theft of the year 2000 presidential 
election and legitimize sexual deviate, draft dodger, 
cocaine snorter Bushfraud as the fraudulent 
Commander and Chief. 
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Note:  White House occupunk Bushfraud remains at this hour 
AWOL from his National Guard unit in Alabama and subject to 
arrest under the U.S. Military Code of Justice. 

Here is a request to Republican presidential candidate John 
McCain: 

As a retired Naval officer, why don’t you do your duty and call 
the Military Police and have this misfit fraud arrested. 

 
HIGH TREASON TRAITORS 

LOSER Hillary Clinton blackmailing Obama  (Reuters) 
http://www.daylife.com/photo/05g240ZcPXgnM/hillary_obama 

   

P.S. At this hour Democratic presidential candidate Barack 
Obama is being blackmailed and threatened by unelectable 
LOSER lesbian in-the-closet Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton. 

Hillary, along with her husband, daddy Bush’s little bitch Bill 
Clinton, is demanding the Vice Presidency on the Democratic 
ticket and basically telling Obama to do as he is told “or else”. 
In the past few days Obama has been acting like Hillary’s little 
pet puppy. 

Obama has recently flip-flopped and decided to vote in favor of 
the TREASONOUS legislation that would give telecoms immunity 
and allow Bush to continue to ILLEGALLY spy on the American 
People. 
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Note:  Congratulations to libertarian candidate Bob Barr of Georgia for 
setting the record straight on the crimes of Bushfraud and the other 
incompetence of both the Democratic and Republican Parties. 

P.P.S.  The alleged mainstream media, i.e. the oil-soaked 
corporate media elite, failed to report the LA Times anthrax case 
at all today on the Sunday morning talk shows. 

That should tell you something folks about the type of free press 
we have left in the United States.  You are reading that free 
press right now. 

It should be noted that the U.S. networks are complicit 
in the TREASONOUS spying against the American People 
given the use of their satellites and their 10-second 
delay they have with the National Security Agency (NSA). 

We can now report that FOX News CEO Rupert Murdoch 
Greenberg is being sued in a U.S. court charging 
Murdoch and his FOX News network and its affiliate 
company Dish Network for conspiring with an Israeli 
telecom Echo Star in electronic espionage directed 
against cell phone calls inside the United States, 
including the use of cable television signals. 

As we have explained to you, the networks are part of the 
criminal U.S. government occupation of the United States as the 
networks lie, spin, distort, deceive and spy on innocent 
American citizens. 

Final note to CNN at (202) 898-7900: 

The Clintons are NOT a royal family! 

They are losers, white trash, backstabbers and TRAITORS. 

They are stooges and puppets going back to Iran-Contra for the 
Bush Crime Family. 

At this hour Bill Clinton is a mentally disturbed sociopath as is 
current White House occupunk George W. Bushfraud. 

Bill can’t get along with Senator Barack Obama. 



Bill can’t get along with former President Jimmy Carter. 

Bill can’t get along with his former running mate, now duly 
elected President Albert Gore Jr. 

 
HIGH TREASON TRAITORS 

BUSH-CLINTON-CIA RICO AKA ‘DEEP STATE’ 
Bill Clinton, Nazi German junior George W. Bush-Scherff, Nazi 

German George Herbert Walker Bush-Scherff  
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HIGH TREASON TRAITORS 

BUSH-CLINTON-CIA RICO AKA ‘DEEP STATE’  
Bill Clinton, Nazi German George Herbert Walker Bush-Scherff  
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Question: Who does Bill get along with other than his mentally 
ill witch wife. 

The answer, of course, is his handler, the father of Bushfraud, 
George Herbert Walker Bush. 
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Bill is part of a non-profit foundation with daddy Bush and 
travels with him frequently and makes joint speeches together.   

They run a non-profit foundation together that has laundered 
money to offshore 1241 corporations in none other than 
Denmark. 

Just say it is “all in the family”, i.e. the Bush-Clinton Crime 
Family. 

. . .  

“Al Qaeda is nothing more than an extension of the 
apparatus linked to U.S. intelligence that was allowed, by 
script, to remove itself as a rogue breakaway entity of the 
U.S. government; allowed to de-compartmentalize from 
oversight, and was run instead by Gary Best’s rogue black 
ops specialists for scripted activity outside the U.S. 
government, with its funding being orchestrated through 
the Pakistani secret police—an entity of the U.S. 
government.”   

~  Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert 
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Lafayette remains at Brandywine and Albert Gore Jr. 
remains the REAL president of the United States. 
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Non-inaugurated, duly elected 
President Albert Gore Jr., 

Historic speech on “Restoring the Rule of Law” 

Restoring the Rule of Law, former Vice-President Al Gore, 
January 16, 2006 [declaring that the US Constitution is in 
"grave danger" and accusing President Bush of repeatedly 
breaking the law by authorizing warrantless wiretaps on 
domestic communications]. RealPlayer, 1 hr. 5 mins. Watch 
recorded video. 
http://jurist.law.pitt.edu/monitor/2006/01/gore-rule-of-law-speech-acslc.php 

TOM HENEGHAN'S EXPLOSIVE INTELLIGENCE BRIEFINGS 

International Intelligence Expert, Tom Heneghan, has hundreds 
of highly credible sources inside American and European 
Intelligence Agencies and INTERPOL -- reporting what is REALLY 
going on behind the scenes of the controlled mainstream media 
cover up propaganda of on-going massive deceptions and 
illusions. 

http://nmmstream.net:8080/ramgen/acs/160106/gore.rm?start=%252700:09:01%2527
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Homosexual gays and lesbians who are  "IN-THE-CLOSET"  are a 
MAJOR THREAT TO NATIONAL SECURITY being vulnerable to 
blackmail and extortion by self-serving, hostile entities against 
the safety, security, sovereignty and best interests of the 
American People. 

Patriotic, God-loving, peaceful Jewish People are NOT the same 
as the war mongering ZIONIST KHAZARIAN Jews. 

NOTICE: Occasionally the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate 
controlled NSA and FBI Division 5, invade this intelligence blog 
changing or removing images, pictures and phraseology for the 
purpose of trying to keep you, the American People, ill-informed. 

Make special note of the pics and images they remove off these 
briefings and/or are scrubbing off the internet. 

GOD BLESS AND SAVE AMERICA, 
LAND THAT WE LOVE 
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EVER VIGILANT 24/7 

ONE NATION UNDER GOD 
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